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Perforated initials or insignia, commonly called
PERFINS in philatelic circles, are made by a series
of perforating pins arranged in a device in such a
fashion as to form a design unique to the person or
entity to which it belongs and once punched into
the face of a stamp securely identifies that stamp
as belonging to that user, thereby discouraging
pilferage.

In Great Britain in the 1860s there were no such
things as postal money orders and people often
resorted to sending small sums of money through
the mail in the form of unused postage stamps.
The British Post Office knew this and made a
practice of buying back unused postage stamps
from the public. This knowledge and the
temptation that it engendered proved too great
for some messengers and office clerks, who
pilfered postage stamps from their employer’s

stocks and resold them to the post office, thereby
supplementing their meager incomes. It must be
remembered, in those days even a penny had real
buying power. Sometime in the 1860s one Joseph
Sloper made a proposal to the British Post for
permission to perforate stamps with distinctive
initials or designs for security purposes.
Permission was slow in coming and some stamps
were perfinned and used without official
permission.

The first Sloper perfins appeared in 1867 and were
used by the London drapery firm of Copestake,
Moore & Crampton. The indicia used were the
letters S.C., which were the initials of a member of
that firm. Sloper had jumped the gun in
anticipation of having the scheme approved. He
was wrong and the British Post was quite angry.

Figure 1: The B.F. Cummins Co. cover bearing a perfinned copy of the 1903 definitive used May 26,
1908, from Chicago. This is the second oldest U.S. perfin usage recorded. Courtesy Paul H. Gault.
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However, in the wake of a major theft of postage,
Sloper’s compelling arguments and the backing of
large postal consumers, the postal authorities
relented and perfins were officially sanctioned in
1868. Sloper held the patent on the stamp
security perforator and initially would supply the
stamps to the users perfinned to order on a
contract basis. This way he controlled the use of
the device and thereby the profits. He decided that
he could make more money doing it this way than
by selling the perforator and allowing the
individual firm to do the job themselves. Sloper did
quite well until 1872 when his British patent
expired. After that his competitors cut heavily
into his business.

Perfins caught on quickly however in other parts
of the world. Belgium approved their use in 1872
and in 1878 Denmark, France, Germany and
Switzerland followed. It was not until May 7,
1908, however, that perfins were finally
sanctioned by the United States Post Office
Department.

The first American postal perfins were made on a
device manufactured by the B.F. Cummins
Company of Chicago, Illinois. Figure 1 illustrates a
Cummins covers bearing both their perforated
corner card and a 2¢ carmine postage stamp of the
1903 issue (Scott 319) bearing the perfinned
letters BFC/Co. in two lines. The May 26, 1908,
date in the cancellation represents the second
earliest recorded usage of a perfinned postage

stamp in the United States.

Having reviewed the history of the perfin and the
earliest use on postage stamps in the United
States, the question arises, what is the earliest
recorded use of a perfin security device on a U.S.
revenue stamp? It is the purpose of this article is
to answer that question.

About five or so years age I acquired a $3 Third
Issue documentary stamp (Scott R147) illustrated
herein as Figure 2. I was amazed that it bore set of
perforated initials C G F being in overall size about
23 1⁄2 mm long by 8 mm high. (See Figure 3.)

The perforation holes were the same size as the
gauge 12 perforations used by the Philadelphia
printer Joseph R. Carpenter which produced the
stamp itself. Fortunately there was also a
reasonably well-struck blue, double oval ribbon-
dater cancellation reading: C.G. FRANCKLYN
MAY / 21 1872 / 4 BOWLING GREEN, N.Y.
Figure 4 illustrates the cancel traced from the $2
Mortgage  (Scott R82c)  shown  in  Figure 5 which

was without perfin. A piece of paper clung to the
reverse of the stamp that gave every indication of
being a piece of the original document. This piece
of document, however, was not perforated. If it
was indeed a piece of the original document it
would prove beyond any doubt that rather than
being a mere punch cancellation that the
perforated initials were a true security device.

If this was the case, then it would predate the first
U.S. postal perfin by 36 years and would have been
only 5 years after the Sloper experiment in Great
Britain.

Figure 2:   The
author’s

discovery copy
found with piece

of a passage
ticket, $3 Third

Issue, Scott
R147.

Figure 3: The C.G.
Francklyn perfin
design.

Figure 4: The C.G.
Francklyn double oval
ribbon cancel known
thus far only in blue.
This tracing was made
from the $2 Mortgage,
Scott R82c, shown in
Figure 5.
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Carefully, I soaked the paper away from the stamp
to reveal what is shown herewith in Figure 6.
Clearly it was a piece of a passage ticket of the
Cunard Steamship Line.  The ticket was  printed in

red (Cunard) and navy blue (The British) on white
paper and was the thickness of slick heavyweight
stationery of the period. Figure 7 shows a Cunard
ticket issued in 1862 shortly before the imposition

Figure 7: 1862 Cunard passage ticket used shortly before the imposition of the Civil War stamp tax. The piece of ticket in
Figure 6 came from a ticket that probably looked much like this.

Figure 5: $2
mortgage bearing

well-struck
Francklyn cancel.

Note: no perfin
and no cut cancel.

This represents
the earliest

Francklyn cancel
recorded by the

author.

Figure 6: The piece
of Cunard Line
passage ticket
found on the back
of the stamp
illustrated in
Figure 2.
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of the Civil War revenue stamp tax. Note that the
actual corporate name was The British and North
American Mail Steamship Company, a rather
grandiose title. Is it any wonder that it was usually
referred to merely as the Cunard Line?

It is not presently known whether the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue gave official
sanction to this perfin as no reference can be
found in the law, regulations or decisions of the
time. In all likelihood no permission was sought
and the usage probably never came to the
attention of any revenue collector or other
official. Within months of the dates on the
perfinned stamps all of the documentary taxes,

save the Bank Check tax, were repealed and at
that point the issue would have become moot.

Other Francklyn cancellations have been noted in
Table 1. Inasmuch as no perfin has been found
earlier than February 25, 1872, and a Francklyn
cancel is known on a stamp without perfin as late
as January 16, 1872, it seems safe to assume that
the perfin came into use between those two dates.
Perhaps this window can be narrowed a bit if
readers of this piece will refer to their collections
and report their findings in print.

All of the Francklyn cancellations found by the
author thus far are on stamps denominated either

Tablel 1: Known Francklyn cancellations.

Face Scott Colorless Face Back
Value Descrioption Catalog Cancel Date Cut Cancel Perfin Perfin

$2 Mortgage R82c Apr. 16, 1870
$2 Conveyance R81c May 4, 1871 •
$3 2nd Issue R125 Nov. 6, 1871 •
$3 2nd issue R125 Nov. 7, 1871 •
$2 2nd issue R123 Dec. 4, 1871 •
$2 2nd issue R123 Jan. 6, 1872 •
$2 2nd issue R125 Jan. 11, 1872 •
$2 2nd issue R123 Jan. 16, 1872 •
$2 3rd issue R145 Feb. 25, 1872 • •
$2 3rd issue R145 Feb. 25, 1872 • •
$3 3rd issue R147 Apr. 17, 1872 • • •
$3 3rd issue R147 May  21, 1872

Figure 8:  Francklyn
perfin placed

horizontally on $2
Third Issue, Scott

R145. Cancel dated
FEB 25 1872.

Figure 9: $2 Third
Issue bearing perfin
and cancel dated
APR 17 1872.
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$2 or $3. This should not be considered unusual.
The rates on passage tickets applied to voyages
from the United States to any foreign port with
the exception of those situated in British North
America. The rates originally enacted in 1864 still
applied in 1871-2 and were as follows:

Ticket Price up to $35.00 $.50
Over $35.00 to $50.00 $1.00
Each added $50.00 or fraction $1.00

It was also possible to book the passage of more
than one person on a single ticket.

Figure 10 is a Cunard Line advertisement which
appeared in the New York Times on April 17,
1872.

Figure 10: Cunard Shipping Line shipping notice as ti
appeared in the April 17, 1872 edition of the New York
Times.

The cabin rates from New York to Liverpool were
$80 (tax $2), $100 (tax $2) and $130 (tax $3) in
gold according to the nature of the cabin’s size and
amenities. Tickets to Paris were an additional $15.
Note that steerage passages were $30 and could
only be purchased at 111 Broadway in the Trinity

Figure 11: Photograph of Cunard steamer S.S. Bothnia,
circa 1874.

Figure 12: 1876 Cunard advertisement.

Building, due north of the Bowling Green offices.
Steerage was inferior accommodations deep below
cabin decks, so named because they were near the
operational decks with all the noise and lack of
clean air or sunlight. It becomes clear that Cunard
did not want the less desirable steerage passengers
appearing at the posh, upscale Bowling Green
cabin and freight agency offices. (See Figures 13
and 14.)
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Just where did Francklyn get his perfin-making
device? Assuming the perforating was done in-

Figure 13: Bowling Green looking south. Circa
1898. The Cunard agency building is the one at
left with the horse and wagon in front.

house and not contracted out, he may have
acquired a Sloper device. This is probably a safe
bet for if there were a person doing security
perforating stamps on a contract basis one would
expect to see many more and varied devices on
the revenue stamps of the era. This is just not the
case. Sloper applied for an American patent for a
perforating machine on February 6, 1874. (See
Figures 15 and 16.) This may be the same device
for which his British patent had expired in 1872.
In any case it appears that Francklyn acquired a
Sloper security perforator or a clone thereof.
Inasmuch as neither the Boston ticket agency
operated by James Alexander, the Philadelphia
agency operated by James Hogan, the Cleveland
agency operated by Crumb & Baslington nor the
Chicago agency operated by P.H. Du Vernet used a
perfin security device on its revenue stamps, we
must conclude that the concept was born not with
the Cunard Line but with Francklyn himself.
Exactly what the inspiration was we may never
know. Perhaps it was a theft of his stamps. In any
case Charles G. Francklyn must go down in
philatelic history as the father of the perfin in the
United States.
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(Editors Note: Special thanks to Kenneth Trettin,
Editor of the American Revenuer, for his effort in
getting me the permission to reprint this article.)

An e-Bay Concern
By Robert Szymanski (LM 145)

Over the past year, I have purchased about 100
items on e-Bay. By far most of these purchases
have been trouble free transactions that have
brought me many items for my perfin collection.
Unfortunately, there have been five transactions
that have not been trouble free. All these had
something in common. The seller requested cash
be sent and each of these destinations was to a
foreign country. It is claimed that the money
never arrived.

Is there anyone else among our members who has
had any transactions on e-Bay that have not been
free of problems? Please mail or e-mail me (see
last page for addresses), if you care to share any of
these with any details. If I receive several member
stories, I will summarize all the experiences,
without attaching names to them, to give other
members a caveat on e-bay transactions.
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